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1. \textbf{Introduction}
As immersion lithography will be the lithography technique for sub-65nm generation device fabrication, benefits and drawbacks of the introduction of an immersion fluid between the imaging optics and the wafer have to be studied. In this context, it is of high interest to be able to understand the properties of hyper high NA imaging and to do so, to have access to a technique which can mimic an industrial immersion stepper by having the possibility to tune the polarization state and numerical aperture. Interferometric lithography has proven to be a useful method to study projection imaging at high numerical aperture (NA). It has been shown to help addressing several issues of immersion lithography such as polarization state impact on imaging, photoresists material screening as well as preliminary defectivity considerations due to the introduction of water and high index fluid studies [1, 2, 3]. In the frame of this work, a home-built interferometer with immersion lithography capabilities has been fully designed and mounted in our facilities. Specific designs have been made in order to reach NAs as high as 1.4. All issues preventing the printing of high-contrasted lines over a large area, such as laser beam uniformity and vibrations control have been addressed and 40-nm-half-pitch resist lines can be currently printed with water immersion lithography. As a result, the interferometer has been used to screen resist and topcoat candidates for immersion lithography before their introduction in a production environment. An overview of our results is presented, focusing on the topcoat/resist compatibility.

Besides, in order to prepare hyper NA lithography, We have implemented a simulation model which can be used to predict the light distribution inside a photolithographic stack. This model enables us to predict the resist image created by the interference of two coherent beams in the photo-resist volume. Simulations of polarization effects at oblique angles will be presented as well as the evaluation of image contrast in both TE and TM polarization. The contrast in TM polarization is dropping with increasing NA. Finally, we validate those predictions by experiments on our interferometer.

2. \textbf{Experimental setup}
The apparatus is based on the interfering beams which are created by illuminating a first diffraction grating followed by a second diffraction grating recombining the diffracted beams on the photo-resist plane (see figure 1).
A two grating interferometer of this type had been previously built by MIT researchers for dry lithography [4, 5, 6] and it has been adapted to immersion interferometric lithography. The setup have been designed and simulations have been performed in order to optimize the grating diffraction efficiency as a function of the etch depth and the fractional linewidth [7]. After calculations, the numerical aperture can be expressed as eq. (1):

$$NA = \frac{\lambda}{Q}$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

where $\lambda$ is the wavelength and $Q$ is an equivalent diffraction grating pitch defined by eq.(2).

$$\frac{1}{Q} = 2 \frac{1}{P_2} - 1 \frac{1}{P_1}$$ \hspace{1cm} (2)

The main advantage of this system is to be an achromatic interferometer: thus, temporal coherence is irrelevant and spatial coherence limits only the depth-of-focus within which interference can be obtained. Therefore it is possible to use a basic commercial ArF excimer laser as the exposure source. The other advantage of this interferometer is that the main optical elements, that is the two diffraction gratings, are fabricated using the capabilities of the silicon line available in our laboratory (including e-beam direct writing lithography techniques); therefore we are free to shift to various applications such as high index fluids testing and contact holes printing.

Several configurations have been designed enabling the printing of resist lines down to 70 nm pitch and are summarized in table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NA</th>
<th>Pitch target (nm)</th>
<th>Max. field (mm²)</th>
<th>Fluid</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>300 (P1=P2=600)</td>
<td>0.5 x 0.5</td>
<td>Air-water</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.97</td>
<td>100 (P1=220, P2=210)</td>
<td>10 x 5</td>
<td>Air-water</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>80 (P1=300, P2=210)</td>
<td>10 x 5</td>
<td>water</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>High n fluids?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Different immersion interferometric configurations available with corresponding field and immersion fluid

The source is a 193 nm GAM excimer laser with spatial and temporal coherence lengths of respectively 500 and 930 µm. The laser beam is propagated through a mechanical shutter enabling a precise control of the exposure time, a beam expander x5 to limit the beam divergence and polarizers before reaching the two diffraction gratings setup. Polarization control is made with a polarizer which linearly polarizes the output laser beam followed by a
quarter wave plate that can be rotated to tune gradually the polarization between TE and TM mode (fig. 2).

Fig. 2: Schematic of the double diffraction interferometer and its optical environment.

The grating substrate parallelism is controlled with the help of a Fizeau interferometer. A special system have been designed for water supply and recovery, therefore water is degassed, filtered, temperature controlled and recovered after exposure for analysis.

For the resist/Top Coat interactions studies, results from two Methacrylate based resists will be discussed. Lithographic performances of the resists with or without top coat materials have been checked with the interferometer. Secondly, specie concentration profiles have been monitored by Secondary Ion Mass Spectrometry (SIMS) in order to detect possible resist component leaching phenomenon due to the contact with water during the immersion step [8]. The SIMS tools were a Cameca IMF 6f, using a Cs+ source and a Simslab (VG Instruments), with a Ga+ source.

3. Experimental results

The three first designs presented in table 1 (respectively 0.32, 0.97 and 1.2 NA) have been mounted in the interferometer and validated. After compaction of the system and the setting-up of an anti-vibration table to prevent vibration issues, high contrasted lines have been obtained in all configurations. Figure 3 shows photoresist lines printed with the immersion double diffraction interferometer at NA up to 1.2 using a 193nm immersion photoresist. Though no top coat has been used to act as a barrier layer, no major profile issue can be observed with this resist. 50 nm L/S are well defined and 40nm L/S are achievable.

Fig. 3: Photoresist lines at a) NA=0.32 and half-pitch of 150 nm, b) NA=0.97 and half-pitch of 50 nm, c) NA=1.2 and half-pitch of 40 nm.

The immersion double diffraction interferometer has been used to print dense contact holes for further studies on contact holes process by double exposure. Figure 4 shows 50 nm contact holes printed in standard immersion resist. It has to be outlined that for this first set of contact hole printing experiments, the resist formulation which were used has been a line and space
resist formulation, i.e. not fully optimized to achieve such features. However, 50nm contact holes have been printed and further work will now be conducted in order to better optimize resist behavior for such CD targets.

![Fig. 4: 50 nm contact holes printed with the immersion double diffraction interferometer](image)

Finally significant progresses have been done on diffraction gratings fabrication and we are now able to fabricate diffraction gratings with periods down to 200 nm and diffraction efficiency up to 10 % using our lab facilities. They have been tested and mounted in the interferometer as beam splitter. 55 nm half pitch lines have been demonstrated by this means (see figure 5).

![Fig. 5: 55-nm-half-pitch photoresist lines printed with the immersion double diffraction interferometer with a home made grating as beam splitter](image)

The validation of this optical element is of high interest since it will help us to switch to various applications such as high index fluids testing and contact holes printing. Indeed this interferometer is well adapted to the test of various fluids, even aggressive ones that can damage the interferometer last optical element since diffraction gratings are easy and relatively cheap to fabricate.

4. Polarization studies
Since first industrial immersion tools will be unpolarized, it is of high interest to predict the polarization effects at high NA. Such an interferometric setup is well suited for such studies since we are able to tune easily the polarization from TE to TM mode. In this section we evaluate the image contrast in function of polarization by calculation and we confirm the predictions with experiments. Figure 6 represents the two beams interfering in the resist layer.
The light intensity in TE and TM mode are respectively given by the equations 3 and 4.

\[ I_{TE} = 2I_0(1 + \cos(\frac{4\pi}{\lambda} n.x \sin \theta)) \]  \hspace{1cm} (3)

\[ I_{TM} = 2I_0(1 + \cos 2\theta \cos(\frac{4\pi}{\lambda} n.x \sin \theta)) \]  \hspace{1cm} (4)

As the image contrast is defined by \((I_{\text{max}}-I_{\text{min}})/(I_{\text{max}}+I_{\text{min}})\), contrast in TE remains equal to one whatever the incident angle and contrast in TM drops with increasing incident angle. Fig. 7 shows the image contrast versus NA.

![Image contrast of TE and TM polarization in resist with index n=1.8](image)

Figure 7: Resist image contrast versus NA for TE and TM polarization in two beams interferometry.

In TE polarized light, the electric fields vectors will always fully interfere since they are parallel. In TM polarized light, the electric fields vectors cannot interfere when they are perpendicular (see figure 6). Therefore the contrast drops to zero at NA=1.26. However the contrast loss in resist is less than in air since the resist refractive index is higher, therefore the angle made between the interfering beams is smaller. This will also lead to the fact that at same NA the contrast will not be changed from dry to wet lithography.

In our interferometric configurations, NA of 0.32 to 1.2 are available. Polarization studies have been done with the 0.97 NA configuration. In this configuration contrast in TM polarization is expected equal to 0.4 (see figure 7). Fig 8 shows resist lines of 100 nm pitch in TE and TM polarization. We notice high contrasted lines in TE polarization whereas the
contrast loss is significant in TM polarization. The effect of this low contrast is a noticeable line roughness.

Figure 8: 100-nm-pitch photoresist lines in (a) TE and (b) TM polarization

5. Resists and topcoat studies
One of the objectives of our interferometer setting is to propose a first screening of immersion dedicated resist formulations, with or without top-coat, to check their lithographic capabilities, compatibility with top-coat layers and leaching behaviors. Figures 9 to 12 present the lithographic capabilities and fluorine profiles of two 193nm line and space resists, referred as resists A and B. Resist A has been designed for immersion lithography with a top coat barrier layer approach, Resist B is a conventional “dry” 193nm resist that has been tested in immersion.
SIMS analysis have been then conducted on the same lithographic stacks with or without contact with immersion water for 60s.
PAG concentration profile has been monitored following the negative ion containing fluorine. As a result, the variations of fluorine ion concentration as a function of the immersion step can be correlated to the leaching of the resist.
In addition to fluorine ion profiles which are presented here, resist matrix profile can also be controlled with \(^{12}\text{C}^-\) and \(^{16}\text{O}^-\) species, and even BARC layer can be detected looking at the \(^{12}\text{C}^/^{13}\text{C}_2\text{H}_2\) species.
Figure 9 represents the fluorine profile, corresponding to the PAG concentration profile in Resist A without top coat. The reference profile (without soaking) shows an over concentration near the surface, that can be related to various causes such as PAG and resist solubility in the casting solvent, PAG / polymer affinities and film formation conditions during the coating step. After 60s of soaking in deionized water, the Fluorine ion profile is modified near the surface. A loss of Fluorine species is observed near the resist surface. This concentration decrease is limited to an average 50nm deep interfacial layer, corresponding to some PAG leaching from the resist to the water in absence of a top coat barrier layer. This characterization result is in good accordance with the lithographic performance of resist A without top-coat, showing some T-topping phenomenon over about 50 nm in depth (Figure 10). On the other hand, the use of a top coat layer avoids T-topping issues.
Figure 9: SIMS fluorine profiles for Resist A with or w/o a 60s soaking step in water.
Resist thickness: 190 nm.

Figure 10: 55nm L/S patterns printed by immersion interferometry. Resist A.
Left: without top-coat layer, T-top profiles are observed.
Right: with a top-coat acting as a barrier layer to PAG leaching.
Resist thickness: 190 nm.

On the other hand, figures 11 and 12 represent fluorine profile for Resist B, the conventional ‘dry’ formulation tested in immersion. Even without top coat, no PAG loss can be observed at the resist surface after 60s soaking. This result is quite encouraging for the use of such formulation in a non top coat process.
Figure 11: SIMS fluorine profiles for Resist B with or w/o a 60s soaking step in water.
Resist thickness: 100 nm.

Figure 12: SIMS fluorine profiles for Resist B with a top coat layer
with or w/o a 60s soaking step in water.
Resist thickness: 100 nm.

However, due to some pattern collapse, we have not been able to obtain 50 nm L/S patterns
with Resist B without top-coat. Figure 13 shows the good performance of Resist B with a top-coat approach. Straight profiles have been obtained.

Figure 13: 50nm L/S patterns printed by immersion interferometry.
Resist B with a top-coat layer.
Resist thickness: 100 nm.
6. Simulations

We have implemented a simulation model which can be used to predict the light distribution inside a photolithographic stack. This model enables us to predict the resist image created by the interference of two coherent beams in the photo-resist volume. Wavelength, polarization state, NA, refractive index immersion medium and lithographic stack can be chosen. There are no limitations in the number of layers. In particular, it is possible to use double BARC stack. Assuming a development model, the cross section of the printed lines could be predicted.

We have implemented this algorithm in a Matlab environment. The introducing parameters are:

- the numerical aperture NA, which is linked to the incident angle via \( n \times \sin \theta = NA \)
- the polarization direction
- the immersion medium, defined by its optical index at 193nm
- the stack, defined by the layers optical index and thickness
- the Silicon substrate

The lines profiles have been estimated assuming that the resist which is exposed below the dose to clear is remaining and the rest is removed by the developer.

6.1. TE polarization

The intensity interfering pattern is calculated inside a photoresist cross section in TE polarization and at 0.97 NA leading to 50-nm half pitch lines (see figure 14).

One can notice that the intensity of light inside the resist is not constant in z. In the case above, we have used a BARC thickness at its optimal thickness. Even in this case, we can see depth dose variation which are in the range of 10%.

The corresponding lines profiles can be seen in figure 15. We can notice a slight linewidth variation even at optimum BARC thickness.
Fig.15: Simulated resist line profiles in TE polarization at 0.97 NA. The lines are represented in white, the BARC in light yellow and the air in orange.

6.2. TM polarization
The same stack, but with 50 nm resist and in TM polarization shows lower contrast and more variations within the resist thickness (Figure 16).

Fig.16: Simulated aerial image of two beams interference in TM polarization at 0.97 NA.

In figure 17, the fringes at the top and at the bottom of stack have been plotted. We can notice a slightly higher contrast at the top of the resist.
Fig. 17: a) Intensity fringes at the top and bottom of the resist, b) Simulated resist line profiles. The lines are represented in white, the BARC in light yellow and the air in orange. Both simulations are performed in TM polarization at 0.97 NA.

6.3. BARC thickness effect.
Different BARC thicknesses have been investigated to evaluate the impact of BARC thickness variations on resist lines profiles. The simulations have been performed in TE polarization for 70 nm thick resist (Figure 18).
Fig. 18: Simulated aerial image and resist line profiles of two beams interference in TE polarization at 0.97 NA for different BARC thickness
a) 24 nm, b) 32 nm, c) 36 nm, d) 41 nm, e) 52 nm

It is of high interest to have access to lines profiles since we can evaluate the effect of substrate reflectivity leading to standing waves. Some experimental work is now under investigation to confirm those simulations.
Further improvements of the simulation tool are on going to evaluate the BARC reflectivity in the resist and a strategy for BARC optimization.

7. Conclusions
We have completely designed an immersion interferometer to generate resist patterns with period down to 60 nm. The great advantages of this setup compared to others already existing is that it is possible to use a basic commercial ArF excimer laser as the exposure source and that the main optical elements are home-fabricated enabling us to switch to various applications such as high index fluids testing and contact holes printing in a very simple way.
Imaging at 0.32, 0.97 and 1.2 NA was demonstrated and polarization effects at oblique incidence angles have been shown. Moreover this interferometer have been used to propose a first screening of immersion dedicated resist formulations, with or without top-coat, to check their lithographic capabilities, compatibility with top-coat layers and leaching behavior.
Finally we have presented a simulation model which can be used to predict the light distribution inside a photolithographic stack. Some simulations have been shown and some work in under investigation for BARC optimization purpose.
Finally we are currently working on the interferometer design to extend it to hyper high NAs, aggressive CDs and to build a monolithic interferometer with home made gratings which will be compatible with high index fluids.
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